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INTERREG IVC programme 

 

INTERREG IVC provides funding for interregional cooperation across Europe. It is implemented 
under the European Community’s territorial co-operation objective and financed through the 
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF). The overall objective of the INTERREG IVC 

Programme is to improve the effectiveness of regional policies and instruments. A 
project builds on the exchange of experiences among partners who are ideally responsible for 

the development of their local and regional policies. The areas of support 
are innovation and the knowledge economy, environment and risk prevention. The 
programme aims to contribute to the economic modernisation and competitiveness of Europe. 

INTERREG IVC is linked to the objectives of Lisbon and Gothenburg agendas. 
 

 
 

CHARTS project 

 
Project Mission is to enrich regional policies with culture and heritage as added value 

for tourism sustainability, by exchange experience amongst the partners in established 
Good Practices on the sustainable management of culture, heritage and landscape 

through communication and collaboration, keeping in mind the effects of innovation and 
creating a base of knowledge that can span well beyond the project’s end. 
 

 
 

Good Practices 

 

 

1. Climate Change 

2. Accessibility to Heritage 
3. Effective Partnerships 

4. Host Communities and Responsible Tourism 
5. Quality Criteria 

6. Visitor Information 

7. Place Marketing 
8. Cultural Routes 

9. Railway Heritage 
10. Local Products and Gastronomy 

11. Traditional Skills and Trades 
12. Cycling for Tourists 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

http://www.interreg4c.eu/afficheGlossaire.html#41
http://www.interreg4c.eu/afficheGlossaire.html#28
http://www.interreg4c.eu/innovation_knowledge.html
http://www.interreg4c.eu/environment_risk.html
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CHARTS project Partnership 

 
 
14 partners from 11 countries and 10 regions across Europe 

 
 

1.   Municipality of South Pelion  (Lead Partner) GREECE 

2.   Welsh Government CADW UK 

3.   ECTN-European Cultural Tourism Network BELGIUM 

4.   Midland Regional Authority IRELAND 

5.   Region Västra Götaland SWEDEN 

6.   Pafos Regional Board of Tourism CYPRUS 

7.   Veneto Region – Department of Tourism ITALY 

8.   Vidzeme Tourism Association LATVIA 

9.   National Institute of Research-Development in Tourism ROMANIA 

10.   Mallorca Council - Environment Department SPAIN 

11.   Union of South-East Region Local Authorities BULGARIA 

12.   Greek Nation Tourism Organization GREECE 

13.   

IBERTUR / University of Barcelona 

 SPAIN 

14.   

 

 

University of Thessaly GREECE 
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Josep Maria Pelegrí 

Minister of Agriculture, Territory and Natural Environment of 

Catalonia 

 

Farmers, ranchers, foresters, fishermen along with companies in the food industry are a strategic sector 

for the country's future. Agriculture, fishing and forestry occupy more than three-quarters of the land 

and this is vital for the territorial balance of Catalonia and to contribute directly to the maintenance and 

improvement of the environment in which it operates because they are realities inseparable. This has 

also facilitated the development of our food industry today occupies a prominent place in Europe. 

The government want to do next to people and businesses and entrepreneurs in these sectors, promote 

their development and modernization, agricultural simplify administration, ensure the viability and 

sustainability of rural infrastructure, and increase their potential commitment to quality, research and 

innovation, internationalization and promotion of organic farming and local, developing torurim products 

and other areas of activity. And we do it through dialogue with all stakeholders and organizations, unions 

and other organizations that represent them, listening to all parties and seeking agreements that allow 

us to join together and move forward. 

 

 

 

 

Blanca Cros  

Club of Culture of Catalonia Tourism Agency 

 

The features that differentiate Catalonia, making our country stand out from the rest, are also evident in 

the region's culinary culture: sea and mountain; tradition and innovation; and a wealth of quality local 

products. On the following pages you will find information about food and drink in Catalonia as well as 

the Catalan Tourist Board’s Gastronomic Tourism Club. The members of this club are outstanding 

chefs and a network of businesses that promote Catalan cuisine in general by organising cookery classes, 

brunches, wine tastings, wine and food routes and a host of other activities guaranteed to both enrich 

your culture and stimulate all your senses. 
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Pepa Aymemí 

Director of Foundation Institute of Catalan Cuisine and Culinary 

Culture 

 

Foundation Institute of Catalan Cuisine and Culinary Culture (FICCG), integrated in the Food-UB Campus, 

is a private non-profit and the only institution that brings together guilds and federations in the field of 

food, agencies involved, as well as restoration professionals, producers and distributors that has as main 

objective to ensure the recognition of Catalan cuisine, both social and institutional dimension, and 

enhance its international dimension. The main FICCG activities are research dissemination in various 

fields, such as school. 

 

 

Dr Jordi Tresserras Juan 

Director of LABPATC - Laboratory of Cultural Heritage and 

Tourism 

 

LABPATC is a spin-off of the University of Barcelona and the IBERTUR network created as a 

result of CHARTS project. Local food products and culinary tourism has been one of the main 

centers of activity. 

This study aims to contribute to enhance the biodiversity of our products and the cultural 

diversity in our way of transmitting knowledge about food heritage as described in the 

Convention on Biological Diversity (ONU 1992), the International Treaty on Plant Genetic 

Resources for Agriculture ( FAO 2001), the Global Strategy for Plant Conservation (CBD 2002), 

the UNESCO Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage (2003), the 

UNESCO Convention for the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions 

(2005), and the Green Paper on promotion measures and information provision for agricultural 

products: a strategy with high European added value for promoting the tastes of Europe of the 

European Commission (2011) and the European Parliament resolution on the European culinary 

heritage: cultural and educational aspects (2014). 

It has enjoyed the cooperation of specialized researchers on the subject, the vision of 

producers, processors, distributors, chefs and culinary collectives, restaurants, inns, rural 

houses, hotel-restaurants, as well as professionals and promoting entities local food products, 

the associated assets and / or gastronomic tourism.  
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SUMMARY            
 
Catalonia is an autonomous community of the NE of Spain. Its capital and largest city is 

Barcelona. The area of this region extended in 32.114 km2, with an official population of 

7.519.843 (INE - 2011). Catalonia is an Eurepan Gastroregion that involves an active 

community who lives in the mountains, dry lands, coastal and orchard cultural foodscapes, 

combining rural and urban areas. Catalan people are highly interested in the preservation and 

valorisation of Catalan local food products, more of them with EU geographical indications and 

traditional specialities, related food handicrafts, and a unique culinary heritage, Catalan Cuisine, 

that forms part of its identity. Catalan cuisine is the first European cuisine with a guarantee 

brand, coordinated by the Catalan Institute of Cuisine and Gastronomy Culture (FICCG). 

For the Catalan society, the culinary heritage has always been an element that has played a 

very important social and cultural role. For Catalonia, culinary is identity; social and 

intergenerational dialogue; integration and cultural diversity; tradition, creativity and 

innovation; and also one important sector of economy and an employment source for agro-food 

producers, artisans, traditional cookers and chefs, historians, anthropologists, journalists, 

cultural heritage managers, and food tourism entrepreneurs.  

 

 

Josep Pla, a Catalan writer said that “the cuisine of a land is its landscape inside a casserole”. 

Jesus Contreras added that “Catalan cuisine is the common denominator of the kitchens 

produced in the different landscapes of our territory”. The passion for seafood, mountain, 

drylands and orchard products, and the richness and originality of the traditional cuisine are the 

reason why Catalan cuisine has become one of the most admired on the World. The first cooking 

books written in Catalan are The Book of Sent Soví (1324), an anonymous manual with a 

hundred recipes, and the Llibre de Coch (Book of the Cook) (1520), by Robert de Nola, both are 

authentic treasures for cuisine lovers.  
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This gastronomic heritage has contributed to consolidate Catalonia as an extraordinary food 

tourism destination, with a variety and quality offer. In addition, Barcelona and its region has 

been located in a first plane with wine yards landscapes, centenary food shops, traditional 

markets, food museums, experiences for foddies, its international restaurants and the biggest 

names in its kitchens. In fact, Barcelona city has 20 Michelin stars.  

The methodology which is described in this Good Practice Guide is readily transferrable to other 

regions. In fact FICCG with the support of Catalan Government is preparing the candidature to 

inscribe the safeguarding Catalan culinary initiatives to the best practice register of the UNESCO 

Convention of Immaterial Heritage. Transference of the experience is one of the main tasks of 

this project. We hope that other regions find this Good Practice Guide helpful to developing a 

strategic approach to addressing the potential issues and future prospects challenges by their 

local products and gastronomy. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 

Gastronomy, food and wine tourism has become a rapidly growing area of tourism research and 

tourism product development. From the perspective of the consumer, food is an integral 

component of daily life and therefore of travel. From a tourism production perspective, food 

offers potential for firm and destination marketing opportunities, specialized tourism products 

based on food experiences, and the possibility of enhancing economic linkages between tourism 

and agricultural production. 

 

 

1.1. Objectives 
 

The main objective of the Guide is to provide its readers with the best practices, case studies 

and know-how related to tourism and gastronomy, in order to enable a successful knowledge 

transfer and application afterwards. 

 

 

1.2. Target groups 
 

Target groups of the Guide are CHARTS project partners, professionals working in tourism and 

cultural industries, policy-makers and employees as well as volunteers and students of the 

national, regional and local regional and local authorities, destination management authorities, 

destination agencies, tourism promotion bodies, tourism boards, tourism associations, tourism 

networks, cultural networks, EU institutions, international bodies and other interested 

stakeholders. The Guide is specially focused on public and private entities with management 

capacity in this field or the ability to promote synergies among local actors. 

The Guide is also suitable for the readers who want to gain in-depth information about tourism 

and gastronomy and how it is being managed. 

 
 

1.3. User`s Guide 
 

This Guide on Local Products and Gastronomy is part of the Local Products and Gastronomy 

Toolkit that consists of:  

 

1. The Guide  

2. Video clip  

3. Summary presentation  

4. Leaflet  

Toolkit can be found on CHARTS Official Website http://www.charts-interreg4c.eu for everyone 

interested.  

http://www.charts-interreg4c.eu/
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 2.  Local Products and Gastronomy. Background to the Issues. 

 
Background 

 
The First Congress of the Catalan Cuisine (1981-1982) was to strengthen and enrich the Catalan 

cuisine, combining and directing efforts and criteria. In the 90’s starts the international 

significance of the Catalan haute cuisine that is reflected by chefs like Santi Santamaria, Ferran 

Adrià, Joan Roca and Carme Ruscalleda. Their creativity and quality, then other Catalan chefs 

would reach, was awarded with Michelin and other accolades by other prestigious guides. They 

are undoubtedly the foremost exponents of contemporary Catalan cuisine and contributes to the 

promotion of culinary heritage over the world. 

The Second Congress of the Catalan Cuisine (1994) generated a heated debate in the country, 

placing the Catalan cuisine as a cultural and economic development of the first order. 

Meanwhile, some teachers in Catalan universities began introducing the history and 

anthropology of food in the curricula of undergraduate and doctoral degrees.  

In 1996, FICCG and Universitat de Barcelona establishing contacts with colleagues and 

professionals from other universities, media, cookery schools, restaurants, local production, 

artisan and food industry, an initiative unparalleled in other Spanish universities. The main goal 

of this joint effort was to define rigorously the Catalan cuisine and claim it as intangible cultural 

heritage of Catalan people.  That work conduced to the inclusion of the Mediterranean diet in the 

UNESCO Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity of 16 November 

2010 and of 4 December 2013. 

In 2011, the Catalan Cuisine – Catalan Heritage Culinary Safeguarding Project was started 

according the principles of the UNESCO Convention for the Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural 

Heritage. The aim of this initiative is promoting the coordination of efforts for safeguarding 

intangible cultural heritage on regional level, with a special focus for the participation of 

community and all related stakeholders. Working groups and campaigns are the most important 

tools.  In this year Parliament of Catalonia recognized the Catalan cuisine as intangible cultural 

heritage of Catalonia, according the National Plan for Intangible Cultural Heritage Safeguarding 

coordinated by Spanish Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports. This action will contribute to 

the implementation of Convention ratified by Spain in 2006. 

On the other hand, in July 2011 the European Commission publish the “Green Paper on 

promotion measures and information provision for agricultural products: a reinforced value-

added European strategy for promoting the tastes of Europe” and in march of 2012 realizes a 

communication to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social 

Council and the Committee of the Regions to promote the implementation. The culinary heritage 

was one of the key topics.  

According these principles Universitat de Barcelona, IBERTUR organized a workshop on culinary 

heritage safeguarding best practices in Barcelona in June of 2014 in collaboration with FICCG 
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included in CHARTS Project financed by European Union through Interreg IVC Programme. The 

aim of this activity is to promote the transfer of best practices from Catalonia to the other 

European regions involved in the project during 2012-14.  

Networking with related projects have been developed at UNESCO list of representative 

intangible cultural heritage, immaterial cultural heritage in danger and register of best 

safeguarding practices and culinary heritage initiatives in at the UNESCO List of World Heritage 

Sites, UNESCO Biosphere Reserves and UNESCO Creative Cities of Gastronomy. 

 
 

 2.1 Introduction 

 

Description of the Catalan strategic approach for safeguarding, valorisation and promotion of 

local products and gastronomy 

The Catalan culinary heritage safeguarding, valorisation and promotion project is based in an 

important historical background, traditional methods and knowledge transmitted during 

generations mainly orally (in popular cuisine basically by women from mothers to daughters, or 

fishermen with the boat cuisine during fishing) and in published cook books (the first preserved 

from the mid-fourteen century: Sent Sovi), quality local ingredients from unique cultural 

foodscapes that characterized four culinary seasons, artisan food producers, artisan fishers and 

artisans with crafts related to the cuisine and table.  

Catalan cuisine is expressed mainly in a minority language and evolved into an international 

context dominated by cultural and food globalization. Today people is being let to cook at home 

or starting to cook it so different than all the wealth of traditional knowledge associated with this 

area could lose in a few decades. However, people have interest in the local products and 

culinary tradition, recreating the flavours that come from their past, their family and cultural 

taste memory. Moreover, at the restaurants, many professionals are also responsible for offering 

this type of cuisine to try, and rediscover the tastes and traditional links with the local cultures. 

Thus, the homemade food was increasingly outsourced. This return to the ancestors’ dishes, 

with all its limitations of space and time, is an opportunity for traditional producers. They sustain 

our traditional cuisine based on local production, the experience accumulated over centuries in 

the management of foodscapes. In addition, Catalan professional restoration has now become a 

world leader in terms of author’s cuisine.  

Goals  

General goals:  

 To create and to implement a coordinated policy, a legal framework and a strategy for the 

safeguarding and promotion of Catalan culinary heritage with community involvement and 

participation that could be used as reference for other European and World regions. 
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Operational goals: 

 Promotion of a transversal and inter-sectorial action to coordinate policies, a legal 

framework and a strategy with actions to develop and implement a Safeguarding 

Management Plan for Catalan culinary heritage who involve culinary heritage and agro-

food professionals, public administrations, private organizations, primary and secondary 

schools, cookery schools, universities and research centres, local media, and, especially 

the community.   

 Promotion of value-based education by integrating Catalan Culinary Heritage and relate 

cultural and natural heritage within the curriculum with and active participation of families 

and other collectives in school educational processes to include direct inter-generational 

transmission of knowledge and traditions. 

 Awareness of society that Catalonia has a strong culinary heritage with a long tradition 

and great creativity, which continues until today. 

 Compilation of research, recipes collections and all existing material to analyse and 

disseminate the history and social and cultural reality of Catalan cuisine 

 Involving markets, museums and heritage preservation centres as a focus open to 

community to know the project. 

 Promotion of the local Catalan and Aranese language in teaching as a vehicle for the 

expression of intangible cultural heritage related to Catalan Culinary Heritage. 

 Ensuring project continuity by consolidating a staff unit, working groups and searching for 

external support. 

 Opening of the project to more external collaborators. 

 Tourism promotion 

 Collaborating with other regions to share and exchange best practices and experiences.  

 Get UNESCO Labels  

 
 

2.2 European Parliament Resolution on the European gastronomic heritage 

(2014) 

 

According European Parliament Resolution on the European gastronomic heritage: cultural and 

educational aspects (2013/2181(INI)) adopted in February 19, 2014 there are some cultural 

aspects to consider: 

 

• Gastronomy is the combination of knowledge, experience, art and craft, which provides a 

healthy and pleasurable eating experience; 

• Gastronomy forms part of our identity and is an essential component of the European cultural 

heritage and of the cultural heritage of the Member States; 

• The EU has encouraged the identification, defence and international protection of geographical 

indications, designations of origin and traditional specialities in respect of agri-food products; 

• Gastronomy is not only an elite art form based on the careful preparation of food, but also 

reflects an acknowledgement of the value of the raw materials it uses, of their quality and of the 
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need for excellence at all stages in the processing of foodstuffs, a concept which incorporates 

respect for animals and nature; 

• Gastronomy is closely bound up with farming practices in European regions and with their local 

products; 

• It is important to preserve the rites and customs linked to local and regional gastronomy, for 

example, and to foster the development of European gastronomy; 

• Gastronomy is one of the most important cultural expressions of human beings and the term 

should be understood as referring not only to what is known as ‘haute cuisine’, but to all 

culinary forms from the various regions and social strata, including those deriving from 

traditional local cuisine; 

• The survival of typical cuisine forming part of our culinary and cultural heritage is very 

frequently jeopardised by the invasion of standardised foods; 

• The quality, reputation and diversity of European gastronomy make it essential that sufficient 

food of sufficient quality be produced in Europe; 

• Gastronomy is identified with the various aspects of diet, and whereas its three primary pillars 

are health, eating habits and pleasure; whereas in many countries the culinary arts are an 

important aspect of social life and help to bring people together; whereas experiencing different 

gastronomic cultures is one form of cultural exchange and sharing; whereas it also has a 

positive influence on social and family relations; 

• UNESCO’s recognition of the Mediterranean diet as an intangible cultural heritage is important 

because it considers this diet to comprise a set of knowledge, skills, practices, rituals, traditions 

and symbols that are related to agricultural crops, fisheries and livestock farming, and to 

methods of conserving, processing, cooking, sharing and eating food; 

• The eating habits of the European peoples offer a rich sociocultural heritage which we have an 

obligation to hand down to future generations; whereas schools, together with family homes, 

are the ideal places in which to acquire this knowledge; 

• Gastronomy is becoming a leading element in attracting tourism and the interaction between 

tourism, gastronomy and nutrition is having an extremely positive effect in terms of promoting 

tourism; 

• It is important to pass on to future generations an awareness of the gastronomic riches of 

their regions and of European gastronomy in general; 

• Gastronomy helps to promote the regional heritage; 

• It is essential to promote local and regional products in order to preserve our gastronomic 

heritage, on the one hand, and guarantee fair remuneration for producers and the widest 

possible availability of the products in question, on the other; 

• Gastronomy is a source of both cultural and economic wealth for the regions which make up 

the EU; 

• The European heritage is made up of a set of tangible and intangible elements and, in the case 

of gastronomy and food, is also formed by the locality and landscape from which the products 

for consumption originate; 

• The longevity, diversity and cultural richness of European gastronomy are founded on the 

availability of high-quality local produce; 
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This resolution also recommends to the Commission some cultural actions strategies: 

 

• Emphasises the need to create awareness of the diversity and quality of the regions, 

landscapes and products that are the basis of Europe’s gastronomy, which forms part of our 

cultural heritage and also constitutes a unique and internationally recognised lifestyle; stresses 

that this sometimes requires respect for local habits; 

• Points out that gastronomy is an instrument which can be used to develop growth and jobs in 

a wide range of economic sectors, such as the restaurant, tourism, agri-food and research 

industries; notes that gastronomy can also develop a keen sense for the protection of nature 

and the environment, which ensures that food has a more authentic taste and is less processed 

with additives or preservatives; 

• Stresses the importance of gastronomy in promoting the hospitality sector across Europe and 

vice versa; 

• Recognises the role played by our skilled and talented chefs in preserving and exporting our 

gastronomic heritage, and the importance of maintaining our culinary expertise as a key factor 

adding value in both educational and economic terms; 

• Welcomes initiatives to promote Europe’s gastronomic heritage, such as local and regional 

gastronomic fairs and festivals that reinforce the concept of proximity as an element in respect 

for the environment and our surroundings and guarantee greater consumer confidence; 

encourages the inclusion of a European dimension in these initiatives; 

• Welcomes the three EU schemes relating to geographical indications and traditional 

specialities, known as protected designation of origin (PDO), protected geographical indication 

(PGI), and traditional specialities guaranteed (TSG), which enhance the value of European 

agricultural products at EU and international level; calls on the Member States and their regions 

to develop PDO labels, especially common PDO labels for products of the same kind emanating 

from cross-border geographical areas; 

• Welcomes initiatives such as the ‘slow food’ movement, which helps to engender general 

public appreciation of the social and cultural importance of food, and the ‘Wine in Moderation’ 

initiative, which promotes a lifestyle and a level of alcohol consumption associated with 

moderation; 

• Emphasises also the role played by the Academies of Gastronomy, the European Federation of 

Nutrition Foundations and the Paris-based International Academy of Gastronomy in the study 

and dissemination of the gastronomic heritage; 

• Calls on the Member States to draw up and implement policies to qualitatively and 

quantitatively improve the gastronomic industry, both intrinsically and in terms of its 

contribution to tourism, within the framework of the cultural and economic development of the 

regions; 

• Stresses that gastronomy is a strong cultural export for the EU and for individual Member 

States; 

• Calls on the Member States to support initiatives related to agri-tourism that foster knowledge 

of the cultural and landscape heritage, offer regional support and promote rural development; 

• Urges the Member States and the Commission to develop the cultural aspects of gastronomy 

and to foster eating habits which maintain consumer health, further the exchange and sharing of 
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cultures and promote the regions, while at the same time retaining the pleasure associated with 

eating, conviviality and sociability; 

• Invites the Member States to collaborate with each other and support initiatives to maintain 

the high quality, diversity, heterogeneity and singularity of local, regional and national 

traditional products in order to combat homogenisation, which in the long term will diminish 

Europe’s gastronomic heritage; 

• Encourages the Commission, the Council and the Member States to make the importance of 

supporting sustainable and varied European food production of high quality and in sufficient 

quantity an integral part of their deliberations on food policy, with a view to sustaining European 

culinary diversity; 

• Calls on the Commission and the Member States to strengthen measures for the recognition 

and labelling of European food production in order to enhance the value of those products, 

provide better information to consumers and protect the diversity of European gastronomy; 

• Points out that it is important to recognise and enhance the value of high-quality gastronomic 

produce; urges the Commission, the Council and the Member States to consider the introduction 

of consumer information from caterers on dishes prepared on the spot from raw products; 

• Encourages the Commission, the Council and the Member States to study the impact of the 

laws they adopt on the capacity, diversity and quality of food production in the EU and to take 

measures to combat the counterfeiting of products; 

• Supports such initiatives as may be developed by Member States and their regions to promote 

and preserve all the territories, landscapes and products that make up their local gastronomic 

heritage; urges the regions to promote local and dietetic gastronomy in schools and collective 

catering in association with local producers in order to preserve and enhance the regional 

gastronomic heritage, stimulate local agriculture and shorten supply chains; 

• Calls on the Member States to take measures to preserve the European gastronomy-related 

heritage, such as protection of the architectural heritage of traditional food markets, wineries or 

other facilities, and of artefacts and machinery related to food and gastronomy; 

• Highlights the importance of identifying, cataloguing, transmitting and disseminating the 

cultural richness of European gastronomy; advocates the establishment of a European 

observatory for gastronomy; 

• Recommends to the Commission that it include European gastronomy in its cultural initiatives 

and programmes; 

• Welcomes the inclusion in UNESCO’s Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of 

Humanity of the gastronomic meal of the French, the Mediterranean diet, the Croatian 

gingerbread craft and traditional Mexican cuisine, and encourages the Member States to request 

the inclusion of their gastronomic traditions and practices in the UNESCO Convention for the 

Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage, in order to help preserve them; 

• Encourages European cities to apply for the title of UNESCO City of Gastronomy, promoted by 

the organisation’s Creative Cities Network; 

• Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Council and the Commission, and to the 

governments and parliaments of the Member States. 
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2.3  Local products and Gastronomy 

 

 

Catalan Cuisine: landscapes, local products and cultural heritage 

 

The first step is to identify the bodies responsible for the assets that are to be subject to the 

local products and gastronomy, including cultural foodscapes, food products, handicrafts related 

to kitchen and table, and immaterial and material food heritage places and manifestations.  

 

In Catalonia, Generalitat of Catalonia, the Catalan autonomous government, has responsibility 

for all this related subjects, as well as an overall policy responsibility it set the legislative and 

regulatory framework for local authorities, excepting for international actions as UNESCO 

Conventions that is coordinated with the Spanish Ministry of Culture, Educations and Sport.  

 

The bodies with governance responsibilities are: 

 

Catalan Agency for Cultural Heritage 

Catalan Agency for Tourism 

Department of Agriculture, Agriculture, Livestock, Fisheries, Food and Natural Environment 

Department of Culture 

Department of Business and Labour 

 

Department of Agriculture, Livestock, Fisheries, Food and Natural Environment of the 

Government of Catalonia 

 

 Protected natural areas. In Catalonia, approximately 30% of the territory is part of the 

network protected natural areas (PEIN). Some of these areas are under protection 

figures: national parks, nature parks, natural areas and nature reserves of national 

interest. Three of them are UNESCO biosphere reserves. Montseny Natural Park was the 

first to be listed as Biosphere Reserve by UNESCO MAB Programme in 1978. Terres de 

l’Ebre UNESCO Biosphere includes Delta de l’Ebre Natural and Els Ports Natural Parks, was 

created in 2013. Priorat and 

Montsant are included in the 

candidature of the Montsant-

Priorat-Siurana to UNESCO 

World Heritage as cultural 

landscape, in the category of 

Mediterranean mountain 

agriculture landscape.  

 

Management plan for protected 

areas in Catalonia 2014-2016 

includes the coordination of a common strategy for valorization of the farming and 
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livestock activities as a key element in the conservation of protected area; a Catalonian 

Parks brand for the for the recognition of products developed in natural parks; and, the 

support to initiatives developed in protected areas by local administration, as “Park in 

Table”.  

 

Ecotourism initiatives have been reinforced thought the implementation of the European 

Chart of Sustainable Tourism and the participation in the EU ENPI MED Project titled 

MEET-Mediterranean Experience of Eco-Tourism.  

 

 Rural Development. Among other initiatives promotes rural development through the 

promotion of quality food products that are produced in the region and its synergy with 

the restaurants, tourism and commerce. An example is “Gustum”, an interregional 

cooperation project on this subject driven by 13 local action groups in the Leader territory 

of Catalonia. Gustum has been funded by the National Rural Network of the Spanish 

Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Environment, and the EU Leader Axis of the Rural 

Development Programme of Catalonia 2007-2013. In the same way there are some 

initiatives related to fishing and fish-toursim 

 

 Food and food industry. The Department coordinates the monitoring of qualitative 

aspects of food, promotes and controls the production of quality food. Among other 

activities, have competences in food crafts, organic food production, wine products, food 

quality and distinctive labels, and Catalan cuisine. Catalonia have several products with 

the three EU schemes for geographical indications and traditional specialities known as 

PDO (protected designation of origin), PGI (protected geographical indication) and TSG 

(traditional speciality guaranteed) that promote and protect names of European quality 

agricultural products and foodstuffs. There is also a Catalan label named “Land products” 

(“Productes de la Terra”) for traditional products. Currently is starting CoMeDPro: 

“Common Mediterranean Development Programme” (2014-15), a project financed by EU 

ENPI CBCMED and focused in Wine and olive oil sector development in the Mediterranean 

Basin in collaboration with Sardinia region (Italy) and Israel.  

 

 INCAVI - Catalan Institute of Vines and Wines. Amongst other missions, this 

organisation is tasked with promoting 

appreciation of quality wines 

produced in Catalonia. In cooperation 

with the Catalonian Tourism Board 

promotes the various Catalan DO 

designations of origin (Alella, 

Catalunya, Conca de Barberà, 

Costers del Segre, Empordà, 

Montsant, Penedès, Pla de Bages, 

Priorat, Tarragona and Terra Alta, as 

well as the DO Cava) in both the 
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domestic and international markets. 

 

 

 PRODECA – Catalan Agrifood Exports Promotion Agency. PRODECA is a public 

company under the Department of Agriculture, 

Livestock, Fisheries, Food and the Environment 

of the Government of Catalonia. It provides 

support services in foreign trade and 

internationalisation to the agri-food industry in 

Catalonia. This body generates international 

positioning plans for gastronomy under the 

Catalonia brand, with a view to publicising 

Catalan food products and boosting a culture of 

excellence. 

 

In June 2014, published the book “Catalan cuisine” in collaboration with the Catalan 

Institute of Cuisine and Gastronomy Culture to promote local products and gastronomy 

among tourist who visit Catalonia. 

 

Department of Enterprise and Labour  

 

 DG of Commerce. This directorate coordinates several initiatives as Gastroteca.cat in 

collaboration with the Department of Agriculture, Livestock, Fisheries, Food and the 

Environment of the Government of Catalonia. 

 

 Sub DG of Mining.  This organization has administrative jurisdiction over the exploitation 

of salt. In Catalonia, we have two types of salt: salt from Pyrenees inlands and coastal 

salt. There are currently three artisan salt mining projects associated with local 

revitalization and heritage tourism: Gerri de la Sal, Cambrils-Oden i Vilanova de la Sal. 

The coastal salt marshes were common along the coast of the Catalan coast. Museum 
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Anchovy and Salt museum in L'Escala is an 

example of this process. Currently the Ebre 

Delta concentrated industrial exploitation of 

salt in the salt of the Trinity (San Carlos 

Rapita), where products get through 

traditional techniques such as the fleur de sel 

("Flor del Delta"), which sold pure or flavored 

with spices or citrus. The San Antonio artisan 

salt processing area in Amposta were 

recovered and open to the visitors in the 

framework of the environmental center Món 

Natura Delta de l’Ebre, coordinated by Catalunya-La Pedrera Foundation. 

 

 Consortium of Commerce, Crafts and Fashion of Catalonia. The consortium brings 

together an organization specializing in the management of policies for the promotion of 

trade, crafts and fashion Catalonia. Comprises the administration of the Government of 

Catalonia and by the General Council of Chambers of Commerce, Industry and Navigation 

of Catalonia. Linked to the Department of Enterprise and Labour, aims to promote and 

boost overall commercial sector, craft, fashion and support for Catalan, with the aim of 

promoting competitiveness and quality of these sectors, nationally and internationally. 

The presence of the corporate sector and other social and economic related fields of 

trade, crafts and fashion, have a voice in the Partnership through participation bodies. 

 

The Consortium encourages the modernization and adaptation to the current environment 

the structure of Catalonia craft in all fields: production, design, image and advertising, 

branding and marketing. It also encourages representation, presence and knowledge both 

in and outside Catalonia, Catalan crafts sector. 

 

 DG of Tourism. The General Directorate of Tourism bases its actions on the 

implementation of the Tourism Strategy 2020 formed by the Strategic Tourism Plan of 

Catalonia (2013-16), National Guidelines (2013) and the Marketing Plan (2013-15). In 

relation to gastronomy tourism there are two remarkable programs: Wine Tourism 

Programme and Oleotourism or Olive Oil Tourism Programme. They also created a new 

label for Gastronomy Hotels. 

 

 Catalan Tourist Board. The Catalan Tourist Board is responsible for implementing the 

government’s tourism promotion policies. It draws its members from the Government of 

Catalonia, the General Council of the Catalan Chambers of Commerce, representing the 

private sector, from the tourism boards of the provincial councils of Barcelona, Tarragona, 

Lleida and Girona, and from the mixed public and private tourism board of the Catalan 

capital, Turisme de Barcelona. The main purpose is to promote Catalonia as a leading 

tourist destination based on quality and the social and economic profitability of the 

tourism industry.  
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The main innovation, which is now growing stronger, was the involvement of the private 

sector, which now shares in the tasks and responsibility for promoting and selling tourism 

in Catalonia around the world. Obtaining measurable results is one of the priority 

directives of the new body, which focuses its efforts on tourism resources and companies 

in the industry. To this end, the CTB supports commercialization of products and 

encourages the generation of self-financing resources.  

 

Catalan Tourism 2011-2015 Strategic Plan is intended to define the tourism model for 

Catalonia for the coming years, as well as the main guidelines that will steer the work of 

public and private sector agents in the industry, in particular the Government of 

Catalonia. In last years, increasing memberships in Catalonian tourism product clubs, 

such as Gastronomic Tourism Product Club, triggered the development of specific 

products to be more effectives. This is the case of the new brand for Gastronomy-Hotels 

or Wine Tourism Programme. Another action is the support to the Catalan Cuisine brand. 

 

Local Authorities – are responsible for delivering statutory and other services to the 

communities they serve. These include economic development, emergency planning, fire 

and rescue, leisure and recreation, national parks, planning including conservation, 

strategic planning and transport. It can be seen that there is a wide range of bodies with 

a governance responsibility albeit they all come under the direction and or influence of the 

Welsh Government. 

 

Consider who are the key governance bodies in your region are, and what their specific 

responsibilities are in relation to local products and gastronomy. 

 
 

 

2.4 Gastronomy tourism experiences and Tourism Products based on 

Gastronomy 

 

In this section we are going to describe the Local products and Gastronomy impacts on Tourism, 

as well as the contribution of Tourism to develop Local products and Gastronomy. 

 

Culinary or food tourism is the pursuit of unique and memorable eating and drinking 

experiences, both near and far. Culinary tourism differs from agritourism in that culinary tourism 

is considered a subset of cultural tourism (cuisine is a manifestation of culture) whereas 

agritourism is considered a subset of rural tourism, but culinary tourism and agritourism are 

inextricably linked, as the seeds of cuisine can be found in agriculture. Culinary/food tourism is 

not limited to gourmet food 

 

According Catalan Tourism 2011-2015 Strategic Plan main gastronomy tourism initiatives are 

the Wine Tourism Programme, the Gastronomy Hotels and the support to the Catalan Cuisine 
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Brand and the candidature to the UNESCO register of Best Practices of the Convention of 

Immaterial Cultural Heritage. 

 

 Catalonia Wine Tourism Programme (Enoturisme Catalunya). Catalonia boasts eleven 

wine designations of origin as well as the cava “DO”. The main objective is to promote 

and support the marketing of the wine tourism-related activities that Catalonia has to 

offer. Under this same line of action, the CTB has also promoted forums, benchmarking 

trips specialising in wine tourism, visits to wine and cava cellars, “cathedrals of wine”, 

wine routes and specialised companies through the organisation of workshops such as 

Buy Catalonia… This initiative is carried out by DG Tourism, CTB and INCAVI. 

 

 
 

 Enoturisme Penedès (Penedès Wine Tourism, www.enoturismepenedes.cat) and Rutes 

del vi de Lleida (Lleida Wine 

Routes,www.rutadelvidelleida.co

m/cat) are two other initiatives 

that have been launched and 

recognised within such State-

wide programmes as Tasting 

Spain, which represent and 

promote wine tourism attractions 

throughout Spain. 

Further information about wine 

tourism is also available on the 

website of INCAVI, the Catalan 

Institute of Vines and 

Wines (www.incavi.cat). 

Amongst other missions, this organisation, attached to the Government of Catalonia, is 

tasked with promoting appreciation of quality wines produced in Catalonia. 

In cooperation with INCAVI, the CTB promotes the various Catalan DO designations of 

origin (Alella, Catalunya, Conca de Barberà, Costers del Segre, Empordà, Montsant, 

http://www.enoturismepenedes.cat/
http://www.rutadelvidelleida.com/cat/
http://www.rutadelvidelleida.com/cat/
http://www.incavi.cat/
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Penedès, Pla de Bages, Priorat, Tarragona and Terra Alta, as well as the DO Cava) in both 

the domestic and international markets. 

 

 

 

 Oleotourism programme. The Department of Enterprise and Employment has identified 

the potential of Oleotourism with the aim of developing an attractive product linked to 

tourist activities of olive oil and the involvement of the private sector and the region. This 

initiative is focused on oil producers of the Protected Designation of Origin (Empordà, 

Garrigues, Siurana, Terra Alta and Baix Ebre-Montsià) and in two other areas of high 

production such as Baix 

Llobregat and Noguera. The 

Olive Oil Tourism is a tourism 

product with great growth 

potential that can foster regional 

economic development and 

some inland regions and build a 

quality tourism. The study 

identified 92 producers with 

significant tourism potential, 40 

of which have already articulated 

a tourist product. 

 

 

Other initiatives: 

 

 

 Citrotourism or citrus tourism. It is an initiative that brings citrus fruits and 

countryside to visitors and tourists. In Catalonia, citrus orchards are developed in the 

Ebro Delta, included in the UNESCO Biosphere Reserve, dominated by the tangerine, 

especially the variety Clemenules. The orange, much less presence, presents crops, 
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especially of varieties Lanelate and Navelina. Alcanar was a pilot node of citrus tourism 

and organizes citrus gastronomy journeys every year during the first half of December. 

Tancat de Codorniu is a charming hotel surrounded of orange trees yards. There are 

companies like Naranjas de Alcanar that organizes visits to the farm and visitors gather 

oranges and tangerines.  

 

 
 

At the Ràpita destination there is a citrotourism cycling route that includes a visit to Mas 

Sans, an orange farm guided tour explaining the various stages of cultivation of orange. 

Next step is a cooking workshop to prepare orange marmalade and some traditional 

desserts with this product. The activity is complemented by a seafood and citrus fruits 

tasting session at Freddy’s restaurant. This activity is especially interesting in April, which 

corresponds to the time of flowering trees. Between September and June show the 

different varieties of citrus fruits that can be harvested. In the case of tangerine is 

concentrated between October and December. 

 

 Fish tourism and fisherman tourism experiences. In recent years, it has developed 

in Catalonia coast several proposals to bring artisan fish culture to the citizens and 

tourists. Fishing piers have been opened, and visits to the fish auction markets, visits to 

shoulder and tuna fish farms, fish museums and interpretation centres, and fishing 

tourism initiatives. Small-scale fishing, in vessels with 1 to 4 workers, make it possible to 

share the everyday experience of the fisherman in a very direct and personal way. Among 

these fishing techniques, we can find netting, off shore longline fishing, coastal longline 

fishing and "tallarina” (sea bottom fishing). Netting is an ancient art that uses different 

types of networks depending on the season and type of fishery. With nets all kinds of fish 

are caught as well as crustaceans and molluscs like the prickly sea snail (spiny dye-

murex). The activity of fishing them is carried out in small boats that keep close to the 

coast and in sandy areas, turning it into a very enjoyable day to share with the fisherman. 

Longline fishing is a fishing technique that is more selective in its catch. According to the 

time of year migratory fish can be caught. It is also possible eat with crew (traditional 

fishers boat dishes) or visit the fish vessel with other boats or kayaks. Some of these 
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action are taken in some coastal villages as Ametlla de Mar, Arenys de Mar, Badalona, 

Barcelona, Deltebre, Palamós, Roses, Vilanova i la Geltrú, and Sant Carles de la Ràpita. 

 

 
 

 Fruitourism. Is the the tourist experience to introduce the culture of swee fruit and 

transmit the values of irrigated agriculture in the fruit orchard. In the case of the 

Catalonia, the City Council of Aitona drove the first fruitourism initiative focused especially 

in nectarines, flat peaches and flat nectarines. Include initiatives such as the route of the 

flowering tree in March, and cuisine of fresh fruit. In the region of Segrià we is localted 

Aitona, the Department of Tourism of the Regional Council of Segrià promotes the 

initiative "Fruit Fresh Ways to Segrià" with the aim of raising awareness and promoting 

fresh fruit, heritage and culture in surrounding populations with sweet fruit yards. 

 

 Holeritourism (from Holus, -eris = vegetable). New form of tourism specialising in 

horticultural products and visits to orchards. Main promoting stakeholder is Baix Llobregat 

Agricultural park, located in the Delta of the Llobregat, with a strategic position within 

Barcelona's Metropolitan Region, that has been traditionally the "food supplier" of 

Barcelona. They organize activities as guided tours to know the seasonal products (mainly 

artichoke, chard, cherry or seasonal fruit), guided tours with a farmer (“Get in touch with 

your farmer”) and experiences of cuisine and tasting. 

 

 Shepherd tourism – Turn or be shepherd for a day or for some days are tourism 

activities organized by shepherds in Catalan mountain areas where shepherding activities 

continues or have been recovered. Main experiences are tour round the natural areas with 

shepherd, herds (cow, sheep and goat, some of them of indigenous breeds) and the 

autochthonous shepherd’s dogs, artisan cheese processing and woodcarving, pouches and 

sheep wool handicrafts. Initiatives developed in the Catalan Pyrenees are located in 
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Gavàs, organized in collaboration with the Àneu Valleys Ecomuseum; in Llessui by the 

Assua Valley Ecomuseum; and in Bagà, by the Natural Park of Cadí-Moixeró. For the d’En 

Bas Valley in La Garrotxa, the package tour lasts three days, although the activity of 

grazing goats and milking is done the second day associated to a mountain bike route. 

These activities are also developed in other mountain areas of Catalonia as Farena (Alt 

Camp), near Prades Mountains, and Torrelles de Foix (Alt Penedès) in the Garraf Natural 

Park. Related to the cowherd’s transhumance route of Empordà an associated equestrian 

tourism activity between the Empordà and Ripollès has beed developed. 
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3. Local Products and Gastronomy Transfer process 

 

The model for the implementation of cultural the Catalan Culinary Heritage Safeguarding Project 
can be used for other European Tourism Destinations, Regions or Countries following a 

methodology structured as below:  
 

1. Defining the purpose and scope of the project 

2. Design and planning  

3. Identification, documentation, research and preservation of Culinary Heritage 

4. Identifying stakeholders and stakeholder involvement 

5. Willingness to cooperate in the dissemination of best safeguarding practices 

6. Assessment of Results  

7. Effectiveness 

 

 

3.1 introduction 

 

 

Catalonia could be an international model for the safeguarding and promoting activities; some 

experiences could be relevant in other contexts such as: 

UNESCO Conventions 

 Methodology of participative culinary heritage inventory used for the edition of Corpus de 

la Cuina Catalana (Corpus of the Catalan Cuisine) in 2006 and the revised versions of 

Corpus del Patrimoni Culinari Català (Corpus of the Catalan Culinary Heritage) in 2008 

and 2011. This methodology was presented at International Conference "Compiling a food 

heritage inventory: existing knowledge, situation, methods and perspectives" (Tours, 

France, 2009). The project continues including the participation of community through 

collective and individual contributions.  

 Development of control and protection for quality of agrofood products with labels as 

Protected Guarantees of Origin (DOP), Protected Geographical Indications (IGP), 

Guarantees of Origin (DO), Integrated Production (PI), Environmentally Friendly 

Agricultural Production (PAE) and Marca Q programmes. These labels are reserved for 

typical products from specific regions, with their own distinctive character and unique 

flavour, qualities fostered by the close connection between produce, environment and 

human skills. Artisanal food and drinks could also controlled with artisan food cards and 

registers for of homemade food companies. Artisan fishing is also controlled.  
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 Brand of traditional Catalan crafts related to culinary heritage develop by Artesania 

Catalunya – CCAM (Catalonia Crafts). This brand will encompass: the authenticity of the 

artisan product (labelling: made in Catalonia using traditional methods); “Empremtes de 

Catalunya”, a range of artisan products that represent symbols of Catalan identity, 

popular customs, art and history; and “Oficis Singulars” (unique trades). Register and 

identification of artisans are accredited by Craftsman Cards and Expert Artisan Diplomas. 

There are also defined artisans geographical areas recognized as “Zones d’Interès 

Artesanal” (Artisan Interest Zones) and “Zones d'Oficis Singulars” (Areas of Unique 

Trades). 

 “Marca Cuina Catalana” (Catalana Cuisine Brand), a guaranty brand for the preservation 

of Catalan culinary heritage. There are different categories according establishments: 

restaurants, fondes, hotel-restaurants, school kitchens and dining rooms, youth hostels 

and rural tourism establishments who show the brand in external signalisation and in 

menus.  

 Catalan culinary heritage programme included in the curricula in primary and secondary 

School, with a pilot project developed for 2012-13 and a progressive implementation 

programme for the course 2013-14. 

 Gastroteca.cat is an interactive website at the service of farmers, producers, distributors, 

cooks, gourmets, food and drink tourism organisers, experts and consumers.  Moreover, 

the organisation also seeks to foster biodiversity, as well as cultural, geographic and 

regional differences, defending culinary heritage and promoting local products and 

traditional methods. It set up to promote catalane culinary heritage and support the 

marketing of local food products and to promote both Catalan cuisine and food and wine 

tourism in Catalonia. The site provides updated information about such produce: who 

makes it, where to buy it, how to cook it, restaurants, food and wine routes, fairs and 

markets, news... There are interesting associated initiatives as “Compra a pagès” a guide 

to purchasing from farmers who sell their produce directly to consumers.  

 

 

3.2 Research and Safeguard measures involved 

 

IDENTIFICATION, DOCUMENTATION, RESEARCH AND PRESERVATION 

 

 Corpus de la Cuina Catalana (Corpus of the Catalan Cuisine), edited in 2006, was the first 

research to create the inventory of more than 900 traditional Catalan recipes using a 

participative methodology. The revised version was Corpus del Patrimoni Culinari Català 

(Corpus of the Catalan Culinary Heritage), which contains 1200 traditional recipes. This 

project was awarded by Gourmand Books.  
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 Bibliographical heritage. Research and valorisation of Catalan cookery books. Mainly the 

Sent Soví, an anonymous recipe book written in Catalan from the mid-fourteen centuary 

that contains two hundred and twenty recipes. Updated versions have been published in 

Spanish and English. 

 Culinary Heritage studies at the Documentation Centre of DG of Popular Culture, 

Associations and Cultural Action of Generalitat of Catalonia 

 Culinary Heritage Terminology. The project saved numerous expressions of culinary 

heritage and its vocabulary (traditional ingredients, meals, recipes, crafts, traditional 

rituals, festivities, songs, etc.). By making them visible, it was also introduced in activities 

for schools. 

 

PROTECTION 

 Regional legal framework. The Parliament of Catalonia recognized the cuisine as 

intangible cultural heritage of Catalonia on 23th December 2011. 

 Catalonia have labels for control and protection of quality agro-food products, artisan food 

producers and homemade food companies, artisan fishing and crafts related to culinary 

heritage. Exists a brand for traditional crafts, a label for commercialization “Empremtes de 

Catalunya” (Catalonia fingerprints), and a register of artisans and geographical crafts 

areas. 

  “Marca Cuina Catalana” (Catalana Cuisine Brand), created in 2000 by FICCG, is a quality 

guaranty brand recognized by Generalitat of Catalonia for the preservation of Catalan 

culinary heritage based in the Corpus and in the quality products.  

 

 

PROMOTION, ENHANCEMENT, TRANSMISSION, REVITALIZATION 
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 National Day of Catalan Cuisine – 19th Mars. Started in 2011 with the project. This day, 

St. Joseph, is associated with the preparation of the best know Catalan sweetmeat from 

medieval times: the “crema” (Catalan cream or caramel custard).  

 Catalan culinary heritage at Schools. In 2007, more than 7.000 students from primary 

and secondary participates in the programme “Mengem amb els cinc sentits” (Eat with all 

five senses) created to promote the Catalan culinary heritage. In 2013 a project pilot 

have been developed by four schools in order to introduce the Catalan Cuisine in schools 

curricula. 

 Gastroteca.cat, an interactive website created for the general public, cooperates closely 

with professionals to promote local products and Catalan cuisine. 

 Club de Turisme Gastronòmic (Gastronomy Tourism Club), promoted by Catalan Tourism 

Board, with the participation of FICCG to promote Catalan Cuisine Brand. 

 Art and culinary heritage at museums. A pilot project has been developed at National Art 

Museum of Catalonia in order to create visits to show the history of Catalan cuisine 

through paintings from medieval times until now. 

 Promoting the project through ICTs (www.cuinacatalana.eu and www.gastroteca.cat, both 

includes the Corpus online) and social media (facebook, twitter). 

 

 

3.3 Catalan Culinary Heritage Safeguarding Project 

 

 

Catalan Cuisine – Catalan Heritage Culinary Safeguarding Project reflects the principles of the 

Convention to safeguard the intangible cultural heritage; to ensure respect for the intangible 

cultural heritage of the communities, groups and individuals concerned; to raise awareness at 

the local, national and international levels of the importance of the intangible cultural heritage, 

and of ensuring mutual appreciation thereof; and to provide for international cooperation and 

assistance. 

According the articles 12 and 13 of the Convention and the principles of Spanish National Plan 

for Intangible Cultural Heritage Safeguarding, the project adopted appropriate legal measures 

for the safeguard of Catalan Culinary Heritage as the recognition of the Parliament of Catalonia 

(2011) of Catalan Cuisine as intangible cultural heritage.  We are also developing the inventory 

of Catalan culinary heritage (products, artisans, recipes, terminology, traditions,...) through a 

coordinate action with several involved departments of Generalitat of Catalunya. Universities, 

museums and heritage research centres are also collaborating and contributing to foster 

scientific, technical and artistic studies, as well as research methodologies, training programs, 

networking, exchange of experiences,... Primary and secondary schools are playing an active 

role to involve students, teachers and families in research and valorisation of culinary heritage. 

All these institutions, in collaboration with professional organizations and private sector, are 

developing a coordinated policy, strategies and financial measures to ensure the safeguarding, 

development and promotion of the Catalan Culinary heritage as part of intangible cultural 

http://www.cuinacatalana.eu/
http://www.gastroteca.cat/
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heritage present in Catalonia. FICCG is the coordination institution of this process. Collaboration 

of local media and ICTs are contributing to the community participation. 

The project adopts also the aims of article 14 of the Convention to ensure recognition, respect 

and enhancement of the Catalan culinary heritage in society in particular through educational, 

awareness-raising, information and training and capacity-building programmes, mainly young 

people and families, teachers, professors and researchers, agro-food producers and culinary 

professionals. Non-formal means of transmitting knowledge as websites and social media are 

used with exceptional results. We also promotes education and campaigns for the protection of 

natural spaces and places of memory related to foodscapes, food and culinary crafts and 

culinary heritage whose existence is necessary for expressing the intangible cultural heritage. 

Participation of community is basic in our project, and according the article 15 of the 

Convention. Organised groups and individuals are collaborating in the implementation of the 

project with coordinated actions to ensure the maintenance, valorisation and transmission of 

Catalan culinary heritage for citizens and visitors.  

According the articles 19 and 20, we are transferring best practices and experiences (Corpus as 

an example of inventory of culinary heritage, primary and secondary school program related to 

Catalan cuisine, gastroteca.cat,…) international cooperation projects in Europe and Latin 

America. 

 

3.4 Identifying stakeholders & stakeholder involvement  

 

 
Catalan Cuisine – Catalan Culinary Heritage Safeguarding Project has been implemented with 

participation of the community and groups from 2011 but coordinating previous actions 

developed from public, private and third sector organizations from 1994: 

 Professionals associated to the FICCG. More of them traditional cooks and chefs from 

restaurants, “casa-fonda” (modest establishments that offer both accommodation and 

restaurant services, some of them with centenary background), gastronomy-hotels, 

school kitchens and dining rooms, youth hostels and rural tourism establishments who 

participates in the project contributing to the creation and renovation of the Corpus of 

Catalan Culinary Heritage and using and promoting the “Cuina Catalana” (Catalan 

Cuisine) quality guarantee brand. Volunteer work have been very important in the 

activities organized by the project. 

 Professors and researchers from universities and research centres who are 

contributing with studies, training programmes and applied projects involving community 

related to Catalan culinary heritage. They are involved in collaborating institutions of the 

project as Institute for Catalan Studies), University of Barcelona) thought the Sent Soví 

Chair, a public-private alliance promoted by UB and FICCG, the Medieval History Chair, 

the Social Anthropology Chair, ODELA –Food Observatory and LABPATC Lab of Heritage 
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and Cultural Tourism, a university spin-off promoted by UB and IBERTUR Network on 

Heritage, Tourism and Sustainable Development; Open University of Catalonia, though 

the Department of Food Systems, Culture and Society; Pompeu Fabra University, through 

Dean Office of Faculty of Communication and IDEC - Continuing Education Institute; and 

Alicia Foundation, which runs an applied research centre devoted to fostering culinary 

excellence, is a reference institution that also seeks to raise awareness about the 

importance of food and drink in culture and education. These centres have developed a 

coordinated project on R+D for the Catalan Culinary Heritage Safeguarding and Promotion 

with important results as the Corpus of Catalan Culinary Heritage (first edition in 2006) 

and the history of Catalan Cuisine (in process). 

 Museums and heritage centres in Catalonia: Observatory of Ethnological and 

Intangible Heritage, and Documentation Centre of General Direction of Popular Culture, 

Associations and Cultural Action of Generalitat of Catalonia; National Archive of Catalonia; 

Library of Catalonia; Historical Archive – Library of University of Barcelona, who preserve 

the two copies of Sent Soví book from mid-14th century. Collaboration and participation 

of Network of Museums of Ethnology of Catalonia is fundamental, some of them as Fish 

Museum (Palamòs), Àneu Valleys Eco-Museum (Esterri d’Àneu) and Terres de l’Ebre 

Museum (Amposta) have developed actions for the safeguarding and promotion of 

culinary heritage involving community and surrounding areas. 

 Professionals from Food Clubs of Catalonia. There are more than 20 food clubs in 

Catalonia, which bring together local restaurants and other establishments engaged in the 

culinary world to enable visitors to discover the cuisine of each different region first hand. 

All members base their vision on regional cuisine, advocating the use of quality local 

ingredients. 
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 Teachers and students from Cookery schools. The project have the participation of 

14 centres around Catalonia where professionals introduce the Catalan culinary heritage 

for the transmission and to promote the culinary heritage but also the creativity. These 

centres are Hoffmann School, Barcelona Cookery and Hospitality School, St Ignatius of 

Loyola-ESADE Hospitality and Tourism High School, and CETT Hospitality and Tourism 

University School, Bellart School, all of them in Barcelona; Cambrils Hospitality and 

Tourism School Institute, in Cambrils; Castelldefels Hospitality School, in Castelldefels; 

Baix Penedès Hospitality School, in El Vendrell; St Narcissus Hospitality and Services 

School, in Girona; Lleida Hospitality School, in Lleida; Escola d’Hostaleria Joviat (Joviat 

Hospitality School), in Manresa; Escola Universitaria d’Hostaleria i Turisme St. Pol (St Pol 

Hospitality and Tourism University School), in St. Pol de Mar; Escola d’Hostaleria d’Osona 

(Osona Hospitality School), in Tona; and Via Magna, International School of Hospitality 

and Tourism, in Tortosa. 

 Teachers, students and children’s parents and grandparents from public and 

private primary and secondary schools of Catalonia. FICCG with the support from the 

Department of Education of the Government of Generalitat of Catalunya had designed 

programs to introduce Catalan culinary heritage to primary and secondary students from 

2007. During the last quarter of the academic course 2012-13 a pilot program has been 

conducted in four schools: IPSI Mallorca (Barcelona), Santa Maria del Pi (Alella), Alfons 

XIII (Molins de Rei), and Marià Manent (Premià de Dalt) in order to introduce Catalan 

cuisine in school curricula during course 2013-14.  Throughout the program the children 

explain what is heritage and what characterizes the Catalan culinary heritage, the history 

of Catalan cuisine, local products, the quality labels and other concepts such as nutrition 

and health. One of the actions is to gather Catalan recipes, even consulting parents and 

grandparents using a coordinated methodology with research team to contribute with a 

participate map to renew and to actualise the inventory of Catalan culinary heritage. The 

goal is to promote interaction between different generations in a family and that the kids 

could appreciate the knowledge that adults can transmit. This initiative is considered vital 

for the safeguarding of culinary heritage though children, promoting between them its 

knowledge and value. Teachers will formed a network coordinated with the universities 

and research centres to provide an open door between research and schools in culinary 

heritage. A working group of teachers from different disciplines (history, chemistry, 

ethics, language, literature, mathematics, natural science, social sciences, religion,) have 

been created. Interchange and transfer of best practices from rural School of Pusol 

(Elche, Spain) have been considered.  

 Local community is key for the safeguarding and promotion of Catalan cuisine. There 

was in important participation for the inventory related to the Corpus of Catalan culinary 

heritage. The most important participation is through collectives. Participation is also open 

individually with the volunteers programme and campaigns as adopt one recipe based on 

crowd-funding.  
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 Artisanal food and drinks producers. Currently, there are nearly 800 accredited 

professionals with a card of artisan food and 200 homemade food companies. Pork 

charcuterie, cheese, pastry, bakery, pastry, xurrers (producers of “xurros”, fried-dough 

pastry) and marmalade producers are the categories represented with artisan cards. 

These data can be seen as more trades are the presence and representation of pork-

butcher, baker, baker and cheese. Mainly in finest charcuterie (i.e. llonganissa, dry-cured 

sausage from Vic), cheeses from the Pyrenees, breads and an important variety of 

sweetmeats as bunyols (deep fried doughnuts), pa de pessic (sponge cake), coca (flat 

oval-shaped cake), carquinyolis (almond biscuits), pastissets (pastries)  from Terres de 

l’Ebre, orelleta and galeta (biscuits) from Camprodon valley and Vilada, mones (Easter 

cakes decorated with eggs or replaced by chocolate eggs and figures representing the 

current idols of the younger members of the household), panellets (cakes made from 

marzipan and dried fruits which are eaten at All Saints) and Christmas artisanal products 

that includes neules (sweet tubular wafers), torrons (nougats) and tortell de Reis (a ring 

of brioche-like cake filled with frangipane and topped with candied fruit). Food artisans 

are associated in “gremis” (unions or association of skilled workers), some of them with 

Medieval origins, that are 

collaborating with the project: 

Arrels del Ripollès (Ripollès roots), 

Artesans Alimentaris del Pirineu 

(Pyrenees Food Artisans), 

Associació Catalana de Ramaders 

Elaboradors de Formatges Artesans 

–ACREFA (Catalan Association of 

Livestock and Cheese Producers), 

Associació de Pastissers Artesans 

de la Província de Girona 

(Association of Artisan Pastry of 

Girona Province), Associació 

d'Elaboradors Artesans de 

Melmelades i Conserves de Fruites 

(Association of Artisan Producers of Marmalade and Preserved Fruits), Associació 

Formatgers Artesans Formatge de Cabra del Pirineu – AFPA (Association of Pyrenees Goat 

Artisan Cheese producers),  Federació Catalana d'Associacions de Gremis de Flequers 

(Catalan Federation of Bakery Union Associations), Federació Catalana de Carnissers i 

Cansaladers-Xarcuters (Catalan Federation of butchers and Charcuteries), Federació 

Catalana de Pastisseria (Catalan Federation of Pastry), Federació d'Industrials Forners de 

la Província de Tarragona (Federation of Industrial Bakers of Tarragona Province), Gremi 

Artesà de Carnissers i Xarcuters de les Comarques de Girona (Artisan Union of Butchers 

and Charcuteries of Girona area), Gremi Artesà de Xurrers de Catalunya (Artisan Union of 

fried-dough pastry), Gremi d'Artesans Cansaladers-Xarcuters de les Comarques de Lleida 

(Artisan Union of Charcuterie of Lleida area), Gremi d'Artesans del Pa de la Garrotxa 

(Bread Artisans Union of Garrotxa), Gremi de Cansaladers-Xarcuters de Barcelona i 
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Comarques (Charcuterie Union of Barcelona area), Gremi de Flequers  de les Terres de 

Lleida (Bakers Union of Lleida area), Gremi de Flequers de Barcelona (Bakers Union of 

Barcelona), Gremi de Flequers de la Província de Barcelona (Bakers Union of Barcelona 

province), Gremi de Flequers de les Comarques Gironines (Baker Union of Girona area), 

Gremi de Torrefactors de Cafè de Catalunya (Coffee roaster Union of Catalonia), Gremi 

d'Empresaris Carnissers i Elaboradors Artesanals d'Embotits de les Comarques 

Tarragonines (Butchers and Artisans Charcuterie Union of Tarragona area), Gremi 

d'Empresaris Carnissers i xarcuters de Barcelona i Província (Butchers and Artisans 

Charcuterie Union of Barcelona area), Gremi Provincial Artesans Pastissers de Tarragona 

(Artisan Pastry Union of Tarragona province), Gremi Provincial de Pastisseria de Lleida 

(Pastry Union of Lleida province) and Gremi Provincial de Pastisseria i Confiteria de 

Barcelona (Pastry and Sweets Union of Barcelona province). Artisan fishing are also being 

involved.  

 Artisans of cooking utensils and other goods connected to Catalan culinary culture. 

Usually this products are sold at fairs and markets that take place all over the country 

throughout the year. Artisans accredited by identifications such as “Carnet d’Artesà” 

(Artisan or Craftsman Carnet) and “Diploma de Mestre Artesà” (Expert Artisan Diploma) 

by Artisan Area of Consortium for Trade, Craft and Fashion of Catalonia (CCAM). Food-

related craftsmen are safeguarding singular productions as porró, traditional glass 

pitcher; alabaster or pottery mortars basic to prepare picades (a garnish made by 

crushing garlic, parsley, toasted bread and toasted hazelnuts and almonds together with 

pestle and mortar); or mocador de fer farcells, a brown and black pait pattern bales 

hankerchief that was an object of daily use among country people when it came to head 

towards village markets. This traditional tissue unchanged over time is as familiar as 

tartan is for the Scottish or the madras plaid for the Indian.  From a population of 3,000 

registered active artisans in Catalonia, with a repertoire of 164 jobs, we have 837 artisans 

representing 21 trades that create and produce related products for kitchen and table: 

347 ceramists, potters, porcellaners, painter and decorator of ceramics with production of 

plates, bowls, containers, pots, jars, pots, coffee and tea elements,...; 170 turners, 

complement builders with wood, rattan, palm, cork and other natural fibres that produce 

spoons and wooden utensils, baskets, tablemats, bowls, etc…; 117 weavers, embroiderers 

and marroquiners with production of tablecloths, napkins, table runners, placemats, 

tablemats,...; 75 glaziers, glass cutters and painters - decorators of glass, manufacturing 

of porrons -glass pitcher-, glasses, cups, bottles, etc…;73 forgers and knife producers, 

plumbers, with production of knives, cruets, measures, pots, tablemats,...; and 55 

representatives of other artisan trades, such as silversmiths, alabaster manufacturers and 

stonemasons, with making coffee and tea elements, spoons, utensils for serving food, 

fruit bowls, mortars, etc.. . Some of these artisans are from the current “Zones d’Interès 

Artesanal” (Artisan Interest Zones) with a crafts pottery production related to Catalan 

cuisine: Breda, La Bisbal d’Empordà, Miravet, Quart and Verdú; and “Zones d'Oficis 

Singulars” (Areas of Special Trades) related to the local extraction of raw materials, 

processing and preparation of the final product associated to culinary heritage: pottery 
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and ceramics in Breda, Esparraguera, La Bisbal, Verdú; wood elements and basketry in La 

Sènia, Pallars area, Sant Hilari Sacalm and Tortellà, bobbin lace in Arenys I l’Arboç; skin 

elements in Igualada and Vic; alabaster in Sarral; palm in Terres de l’Ebre; Xisquet sheep 

wool in Assua valley; and mineral salt in Cardona.  

 Professionals of markets and open air markets associations , who include historic 

markers closely linked to traditional cuisine, suchs as the Boqueria, Santa Caterina and 

Barceloneta markets in Barcelona and central markets in Sabadell, Granollers or 

Vilafranca del Penedès. Some of them are safeguarding “esmorzars de forquilla”, the 

Catalan brunch.  

 Catholic religious orders in Catalonia, most of them with an active presence in 

Catalonia from the medieval age. FICCG is working with these groups in order to 

contribute to the study about the history of Catalan cuisine and to preserve culinary 

books, recipes and oral traditions maintained in monasteries and convents. There are 

interesting initiatives to active the traditional recipes as i.e. in Poblet Monastry, a UNESCO 

World Heritage site, where an alliance between the Cistercian Monastry of Poblet, the Baix 

Penedès Hospitality School who is managing the monastic guest house and the 

restaurant, the FICCG and the Universitat de Barcelona in order the create menus with 

Catalan monastery cuisine. 

 Writers and journalists. Throughout the history of the FICCG, has also chosen to advise 

and work with foreign writers and journalists, with the aim of providing maximum 

exposure to Catalan cuisine and agro-food products beyond our borders. The most recent 

work has been realized with the USA writer Claudia Roden, who published The food of 

Spain (2011), with over five hundred thousand copies sold and many reference to Catalan 

culinary. 

 Local media. La Vanguardia newspaper (Godó Group) is one of the most important 

sponsors of the project. It is the top newspaper in Catalonia with paper and digital 

edition. The main action if to inform about all the activities related to the project, but also 

collect adhesions through its digital version. Each week present contests between its 

readers about gastronomy, culinary or agro-foods. The participation is over 1000 persons 

by week. La Vanguardia promotes contests offered by other sponsors of the project as the 

campaign to select the poster for the Catalan cream for the National Day of Catalan 

Cuisine 2013. A community manager coordinates the publication of news related to the 

project and promotes the diffusion using social media of La Vanguardia and the other 

sponsors. A video with famous people to invite local community to participate in the 

project will be also promoted by this newspaper. Other important partner is Corporació  

Catalana de Mitjans Audiovisuals (Catalana Corporation of Audiovidual Media who includes 

TV3 and Catalunya Radio. They are preparing the promotional video for the candidature of 

Catalan Cuisine – Catalana Culinary Safeguarding Project to the UNESCO Register of Best 

Safeguarding Practices of Intangible Heritage, the campaing to promote Catalan Cuisine 

at Schools and media support to diffusion of activities and actions. 
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 Public Administrations: Barcelona City Council (Ajuntament de Barcelona); Barcelona 

Provincial Council (Diputació de Barcelona); Catalan Autonomous Government 

(Generalitat de Catalunya) though five sections: Department of Presidence; Departament 

of Culture via the General Directorate General Directorate for Archives, Libraries, 

Museums and Heritage and the General Directorate of Popular and Traditional Culture; 

Department of Agriculture, Livestock, Fisheries, Food and Environment; Department of 

Education; and Department of Enterprise and Employment via the Artisan Area of 

Consortium for Trade, Craft and Fashion of Catalonia (CCAM), General Directorate of 

Tourism and Catalan Agency for Tourism 

 Public-private bodies: the Gastronomic Tourism Club, promoted by Catalan Tourist 

Board that has brought together most of the companies, bodies and associations which 

enable visitors to “get a taste” of Catalonia. Members of this Club embrace a wide 

spectrum of gastronomic possibilities, from accommodation and restaurants to producers 

and cookery schools, not forgetting service companies, catering associations, guilds and 

other players in the tourism industry. All these enable visitors to discover Catalonia and 

its heritage through culinary experiences. The other bodiy is Turisme de Barcelona, the 

agency for tourism promotion of Barcelona city formed by Barcelona Chamber of 

Commerce and Barcelona City Council.  

 Agro-food industrial and trade companies and organizations: Associació de Mercats 

de Barcelona, Cafès Tupinamba, Coca Cola, Cofradia de Pescadors de Barcelona, Condis, 

Freixenet, Friselva, Llet Nostra, Mercats de Barcelona, Moritz, Sal Costa, Vichy Catalan, 

Vins de Catalunya. All of them are financing and promoting this project for safeguarding 

the Catalan Culinary Heritage.  Sponsors are also involved in initiative, i.e. to promote 

Catalan desserts as “crema” using the milk bricks or promoting the production of product 

in risk as traditional flams realized with “mató” (fresh cheese), almond or hazelnut flam in 

collaboration of Llet Nostra in a R+D Project University – Enterprise promoted with the 

participation of FICCG.   

 

Willingness to cooperate in the dissemination of best safeguarding practices 

 

The implementing body and community are willing to cooperate in the dissemination of best 

practices. It is reflected in the consent letter mentioned in the previous section to express their 

willingness to cooperate with UNESCO’s Intergovernmental Committee for the Safeguarding of 

the Intangible Cultural Heritage in its effort to disseminate best practices. 

 

Submitting this proposal for nomination also embodies the commitment to disseminating the 

mentioned practices on the part of the State Party, the Kingdom of Spain, via the Directorate 

General of Fine Arts and Cultural Assets of the Ministry of Culture of the Government of Spain, 

and of the corresponding body in charge of the safeguarding of intangible cultural heritage in 

Catalonia, the General Directorate for Archives, Libraries, Museums and Heritage and the 

General Directorate of Popular Culture, Associations and Cultural Action of Generalitat of 
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Catalonia of the Department of Cultura of the autonomous government of Generalitat of 

Catalonia. 

 

FICCG had encouraged the dissemination of the project’s experience and good practices prior to 

the submission of this proposal, within the presentation of the methodology of culinary heritage 

inventory in Tours (2009) and the the CHARTS Project (2012-14) to be transferred to other 

European regions involved in this project financed by European Union through the Interreg IVC 

Project.  

 

 

3.5 Susceptibilty to an Assessment of Results 

 

 

In carrying out the assessment of results we have considered the recommendations originates 

from the Convention, from the Operational Directives and from discussions in the 

Intergovernmental Committee and plan to realise an annual report to include: 

 

1. Institutional capacities for safeguarding intangible cultural heritage 

 

- Evaluation of interdepartmental and public-private coordination for safeguarding intangible 

cultural heritage in Catalonia in the field of culinary heritage in order to implement a effective 

plan. 

-  Realization of a list of activities, projects and programmes related to culinary heritage as part 

of intangible cultural heritage by the stakeholders participating in the project. 

 

2. Legal, technical, administrative and financial capacities and measures available 

 

- Analyses of the existing legal framework for the implementation of the Convention ratified by 

Spain in 2006 according the National Plan for Intangible Cultural Heritage Safeguarding 

coordinated by Spanish Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports. 

- Governance of the project with the coordination of FICCG in collaboration with the network of 

stakeholders and developing thematic and general forums. 

- Coordination of a plan of measures to finance the project through the public-private 

partnership with support to the general project and specific subprojects 

   

3. Existing inventories on intangible cultural heritage 

  

- Develop a general inventory of Catalan culinary heritage coordinated with existing inventories: 

labelized agro-products, food artisans, crafts, the inventory of traditional recipes (Corpus) and 

other related elements of cultural and natural heritage related to culinary heritage. 
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- List of documentation, research and training institutions in intangible cultural heritage 

management and transmission of this heritage focused in culinary heritage, all existing are 

participating in the Academic Committee of FICCG. 

 

4. Involvement of communities 

 

- Creation a database of experts, centres of expertise, research institutes and organizations 

active in the domains of culinary heritage covered by the Convention.  

- Analyse cooperation mechanisms for groups of professionals, communities from agro-

production, artisan foods and crafts areas. 

- Evaluate activities/measures to sensitize and to ensuring the capacity building and access of 

communities, groups and, where applicable, individuals to the importance and value of their 

culinary heritage. 

- Evaluate participation of community 

 

  

5. Promotion, awareness raising, education and other measures 

  

- Monitoring culinary heritage project at the school curricula 

- Monitoring awareness-raising and information programmes aimed at the general public from 

the community and visitors 

 - Monitoring capacity-building activities for the safeguarding of the culinary heritage 

- Distinguish levels of visibility among different groups of population (youth, minorities as gypsy 

community, academic world,…) or the visibility of specific intangible heritage domains (such as 

(traditional ingredients, meals and recipes, crafts, traditional rituals, festivities, songs, oral 

traditions, rituals, performing arts, etc.). 

- Monitoring the involvement of media in promoting and raising awareness about culinary 

heritage 

  

6. Bilateral, subregional, regional and international cooperation 

  

- Monitoring measures of international cooperation such as the exchange of information and 

experience, and other joint initiatives, as referred to in Article 19 of the Convention 

- Participating in networks related to culinary heritage and UNESCO programmes, UNESCO 

Chairs and Centres Category II. 

 

 

3.6 Effectiveness  

 

The project has demonstrated effectiveness in contributing to the viability of intangible cultural 

heritage concerned. Some of the parameters that can be used to determine the project's 
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effectiveness with regard to safeguarding the natural and cultural tangible and intangible 

heritage can be listed: 

 Political support. All the politic groups at the Parliament of Catalonia agree with the 

recognition of Catalan Cuisine as part of immaterial heritage in December 2011. 

 Governance. FICCG is the coordination unit for the project with the active participation of 

all the departments of Generalitat of Catalonia and other public administrations, private 

sector and professional organizations.  

 Public – private synergies, through initiatives as “Marca Cuina Catalana” (Catalan cuisine 

brand), Gastroteca.cat and professionals and organizations associated to the labels for 

local products, food artisans, artisan fishers and handicrafts related to culinary heritage. 

 Pedagogic programme including Catalan cuisine in the School curricula. The pilot project 

started in 2007 involved 7000 students. The project will be open for the course 2013-14 

to the all interested schools in Catalonia.  

 Number and background of collaborators and sponsors from very different areas (see 

section 5.a) 

 Awards and recognitions, as Gourmand Awards for the Corpus of Catalan Culinary 

Heritage. 

 Visitors and tourists interested in Catalan culinary heritage, coordinated through 

Gastronomy Tourism Club of the Catalan Agency for Tourism and Gastroteca. 

 Creation of National Day of Catalan Cuisine – 19th Mars. Started in 2011 with the 

presentation of the Campaign to promote the Catalan Cuisine – Catalan Culinary Heritage 

Safeguarding Project to the UNESCO Register of Best Practices for Intangible Heritage.  

 Adopting of Corpus as the reference book for Catalan cuisine, associated to the Catalan 

Cuisine Brand with identification in menus of establishments associated to the project.  

 Media and social media impact of the project. 

 Creative funding. The project is financed through the collaboration of private sector 

(sponsor programme) and individual crowd-funding adopting recipes included in the 

Corpus obtaining discounts in Catalan cuisine restaurants. 

 New initiatives to reinforce the viability of the project “Viles gastronòmiques de 

Catalunya” (Catalonian gastronomic villages). FICCG, Generalitat of Catalonia, University 

de Barcelona and Open University of Catalonia are working to create a future quality 

brand for Catalan villages with policies and strategies for safeguard and promotion of 

culinary heritage (products, crafts, traditional recipes,…), implementation of Catalan 

Cuisine brand for its establishments, involvement of museums and heritage preservation 

centres, development of school programs on Catalan cuisine and community participation. 
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4.  Conclusions and Recommendations 

 

 

Landscapes, local products, gastronomy and cultural and tourist valorisation of these three 

elements carries a significant challenge. It is basic to build a network with all stakeholders to 

coordinate the actions being undertaken and propose new ones jointly planned. It should be on 

all the balance between heritage with modernity, where tradition and innovation are present, 

especially to consider future strategies that respond to the current needs of citizens. 

 

In the case of Catalonia have characterized features of our country that can be useful for other 

European regions:  

 

 A great potential of museums, collections and heritage interpretation centres, especially 

ethnological, doing research, conservation and promotion of heritage food, where the 

Network of Museums of Ethnology Catalonia plays a role key for local and regional 

development. Many initiatives that demonstrate a local community involved with 

proposals that incorporate the local products and gastronomy into their lines of action 

with new formats. Fish Museum and Fish Space in Palamós is one of the best examples.  

 

 A wide range of certified products with quality labels: protected designation of origin 

(PDO), protected geographical indications (PGI), a brand of food quality (Q mark), 

designation of origin of wines (DO), traditional specialties guaranteed (TSG), geographical 

indications for drinks (GID); craft food products; organic food production.  Regional 

guarantee brand and collective brands are also important. 

 

 Food products and related food crafts linked to the kitchen, pantry and table, with 

certification of master artisans and artisans, handmade crafts areas of interest, and 

unique handcraft works. With initiatives such as Eco-Museum Pyrenees Heritage, and 

Catalonia Fingerprints. 

 

 A valorization of food products and intangible and tangible cultural heritage in natural 

protected areas, with pioneering initiatives such as the Park at Table at the Network of 

Natural Parks Province of Barcelona, or the new Parks brand for Catalonian natural parks.  

 

 The first and only guarantee brand for a cuisine, Catalan cuisine Brand, coordinated by 

the Catalan Institute of Cuisine and Gastronomy Culture, which distinguished restaurants, 

“cases-fonda” (traditional dinning houses), rural tourism houses, gastronomy hotels, 

school canteens and agro-food products establishments.  

 

 Research and development organizations, as the Food Campus - Torribera at University of 

Barcelona, home base for organizations such as the Catalan Institute for Cuisine and 
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Gastronomy Culture, Food Observatory (ODELA) or UB Bullipèdia (promoted by chef 

Ferran Adrià).  

 

 Organizations for the dissemination of food culture and cuisine, as Alicia Foundation or 

Domus Sent Soví. 

 

 Initiatives as Slow Food restaurants Km 0, and products included in the Ark of Taste.  

 

 An important group of restaurants in international rankings as Michelin Guided, Best 

Restaurant.  

 

 A large number of companies open to visitors and with food tourism initiatives related to 

Catalan cuisine and the uniqueness of its landscapes, food heritage and local products 

that are articulate in an innovative offer  of experiences and proposals of citrotourism or 

citrus tourism, fishing tourism, fruitourism, holeritourism, oleotourism or olive oil tourism, 

shepherd tourism, wine tourism,... 
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Promoting Local Products and Gastronomy for food tourism 

and regional development 

Promoting Local Products 

 

 

 
 

The Interregional 
Cooperation Programme  

INTERREG IVC, financed 
by the European Union`s 

Regional Development 

Fund, helps Regions of 
Europe work together  

to share experience and 
good practice in the 
areas of innovation,  

the knowledge economy, 
the environment and risk 

prevention.  
 

EUR 302 million is 

available for project 
funding, but more than 

that, a wealth of 
knowledge and potential 

solutions are also on 

hand for  
regional policy-makers. 

 
 

 

 

 
Culinary Heritage can be considered as  a strong 

attractive to develop local tourism. 

 
 

The aim of this guide is to create and to 

implement a coordinated policy, a legal framework 

and a strategy for the safeguarding and promotion 

of Local Culinary Heritage with community 

involvement and participation that could be used as 
reference for other regions across the European 

Continent. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


